One-step synthesis of europium complexes containing polyamino acids through ring-opening polymerization and their potential for biological imaging applications.
Lanthanide-doped nanoprobes have received significant attentions for utilization in biological sensing and imaging due to their unique optical properties. However, only few works were focused on fabrication of europium complexes based fluorescence polymeric nanoparticles (FPNs) with excellent biocompatibility and biodegradability. In this study, we fabricated the FPNs (named as Eu(TTA)3Phen-GluEG FPNs) with encapsulated europium complexes which show low cytotoxicity, high sensitivity and deep penetration. Free amine group present on europium complexes initiated the ring-opening polymerization (ROP) of side-chain modified glutamic acid NCAs, offering a simple and effective method to prepare europium core FPNs with a uniform size distribution. Europium (III) chelates were furnished with a functional polyamino acid shell to fabricate biocompatible and biodegradable FPNs. Biological evaluation results demonstrate that such fabricated FPNs process excellent biocompatibility and dyeing performance. Therefore, we can expect that the fabrication approach will attract much research interest and effort on the preparation of biodegradable probes for various biological applications.